The compiler optimizations we enable and the order in which we apply them on a program have a substantial impact on the program execution time. Compilers provide default optimization sequences which can give good program speedup. As the default sequences have to optimize programs with different characteristics, they embed in them multiple subsequences which can optimize different classes of programs. These multiple subsequences may falsely interact with each other and affect the potential program speedup achievable. Instead of searching for a single universally optimal sequence, we can construct a small set of good sequences such that for every program class there exists a near-optimal optimization sequence in the good sequences set. If we can construct such a good sequences set which covers all the program classes in the program space, then we can choose the best sequence for a program by trying all the sequences in the good sequences set. This approach completely circumvents the need to solve the program classification problem. Using a sequence set size of around 10 we got an average speedup up to 14% on PolyBench programs and up to 12% on MiBench programs. Our approach is quite different from either the iterative compilation or machine-learning-based prediction modeling techniques proposed in the literature so far. We use different training and test datasets for cross-validation as against the Leave-One-Out cross-validation technique.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Problem Definition
Modern optimizing compilers are organized as a sequence of three modules: frontend, optimizer (middle end) , and backend (see Figure 1) . The frontend generates an intermediate representation (IR) of the source program after checking for its syntactic and semantic correctness. The optimizer component which constitutes the middle end of the compiler applies a series of transformations on the IR so as to optimize it with respect to parameters like speed, memory footprint, power, etc. The backend translates the optimized IR into target machine-code and during that process it applies machine dependent code optimizations [Torczon and Cooper 2011] . The optimizer component is organized as a sequence of analysis and transformation passes. Analysis passes analyze the program and collect necessary information required by the transformation passes. A compiler optimization typically consists of one or more analysis passes Authors' addresses: S. Purini (corresponding author), L. Jain, International Institute of Information Technology, Hyderabad, India; email: suresh.purini@gmail.com. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from56:2 S. Purini and L. Jain followed by a transformation pass. Any sequence of compiler optimizations that can act on the program IR is called as an optimization sequence. The collection of all optimization sequences is called the optimization sequence space and is infinitely large. The runtime 1 of a program is a function of the optimization sequence applied on its IR. Figure 2 shows the runtime for the program dynprog from the PolyBench 3.0 benchmark suite [Polybench 2012 ] on a set of 290 optimization sequences in a sorted order. The methodology for choosing these 290 optimization sequences will be discussed in detail in Section 3.3. The impact of the optimization sequences on the program runtimes can also be observed by computing the variance in the program runtimes when optimized by bounded length sequences generated by a uniform random sampling of the optimization sequence space.
The optimization sequence space size grows exponentially as a function of sequence length. If there are k optimizations, then there are k l optimization sequences of length l. We say that an optimization sequence is optimal for a program if it leads to smallest program runtime when compared to all other sequences. This definition is incomplete as the program runtime and its behavior could be a function of the input. So an optimal sequence for a program depends on the program characteristics as defined by the input to the program. However in this work we assume that a program has a canonical input distribution and the program characteristics with respect to that input distribution almost remains constant [Chen et al. 2010] . If this assumption is not valid, then the sequence chosen using a particular input may not be good when the program is run using inputs which induce different program characteristics. The problem of finding an optimal optimization sequence for a program from the infinitely large optimization 1 In this article, program runtime is the only performance parameter we consider. sequence space is called as the phase order search problem. As the phase order search problem is a combinatorial search problem with no linearity or convexity properties, we cannot say whether a given sequence is optimal. All we can say is how well the sequence is performing with respect to a default compiler optimization sequence (like -O2). When we say that a sequence is good for a program, it only means that it is giving a noticeable performance improvement over default optimization sequences. A good sequence is not necessarily an optimal sequence.
Summary of Proposed Approach
Searching a good optimization sequence for a program in the optimization sequence space is like searching for a needle in a haystack. Instead of solving this problem on a per program basis, compiler writers construct good optimization sequences through experience and experimentation on benchmark programs. The constructed sequences are associated with default optimization options like -O1, -O2, and -O3 2 . These sequences may be globally optimal with respect to the program space 3 , but are suboptimal for the individual programs. The simple reason being what is a good sequence for one program may not be good for another. So looking for an universal good sequence is a futile exercise. An alternate viable approach which we proposed in this article is, to build a set of few good sequences, so that for every class of programs there exists a good optimization sequence in the sequence set catering to that class. Then given a new program we can choose the best sequence by trying out all the sequences from the good sequences set. This approach completely bypasses the program classification problem. Using the LLVM compiler framework [Lattner and Adve 2004] we constructed a good sequences set. In Section 3, the approach for constructing the good sequences set which forms the crux of the proposed technique will be presented. Here we highlight the main contributions of this article.
(1) We present a downsampling technique to reduce the infinitely large optimization sequence space to a small set (of size in the order of hundreds). During the downsampling process, the diversity of the optimization sequences catering to different program classes will be retained. (2) We provide a sequence extraction algorithm to construct a small good sequences set from the downsampled optimization sequence set, such that for every program class there exists at least one good sequence in the reduced set. The size of the good sequences set in our experiment is around 10. (3) We give a sequence similarity metric and a sequence clustering algorithm leading to a alternate approach for the good sequence set extraction from the downsampled sequence set. (4) We present a program characterization approach using optimization sequences as against using static program features or dynamic features like hardware performance counters. This alternate perspective gives us a handle to understand the effectiveness of optimization sequence prediction models and the relevant program features determining the parameters of those models.
Our technique is quite different from the iterative compilation and machine-learningbased prediction modeling methods proposed in the literature. In iterative compilation techniques, a heuristic search algorithm 4 is used to prune the optimization sequence 56:4 S. Purini and L. Jain Table I . List of 62 Machine-Independent Optimizations
List of Optimizations
space to converge onto a good sequence. Even for very good heuristic techniques, the number of required program evaluations would be prohibitively large to use in nontrivial application programs. In the machine-learning-based approach, during an offline training phase the parameters of a chosen prediction model will be learnt by observing the runtimes of a set of sample programs 5 when optimized using randomly selected sequences. Then the prediction model would be used to determine the set of optimizations that should be enabled on a given source program. A compiler-specific default ordering for the enabled optimizations would be used to optimize the program. The principal advantage of this approach is that the number of required program evaluations would come down to feasible limits. Applying machine learning techniques to directly predict the optimization sequences is not feasible because multi-label classification models like decision trees, neural networks, etc., are suitable when there are only few class labels. Thomson et al. [2009] proposed a nearest cluster approach to overcome this limitation. The set of available training programs are clustered using their feature vectors and for each cluster center the best optimization sequence is obtained using an iterative compilation technique. For a new program the sequence corresponding to the nearst cluster centroid is chosen as the best sequence. Park et al. [2011] proposed a technique using tournament predictors for the optimization sequence selection problem.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We use the LLVM 6 3.0 compiler infrastructure [Lattner and Adve 2004] to validate the proposed approach. LLVM compiler infrastructure uses a persistent IR, and consists of a collection of compiler tools and reusable libraries. We can store the IR of a program on disk either in human-readable text format or machine-readable bitcode format. The C language frontend clang translates the source program into LLVM IR. The middle end applies an optimization sequence on the IR based on the optimization option (like -O1, -O2, -O3) chosen by the user. Then the the backend applies machine-dependent optimizations on the optimized IR and finally generates the target assembly. The optimizations, register allocation, and other algorithms invoked by the backend are also dependent on the optimization level chosen by the user. machine-independent compiler optimizations invoked at -O2 level. Refer to LLVM [2012] for a description of the optimizations listed in the Table I . In LLVM, the optimization level -O2 almost always gives either better or equal performance as that of -O3. So in all our experiments the performance comparison is with respect to -O2.
LLVM compiler infrastructure provides two tools, opt and llc, which are useful in conducting our experiments. The opt program takes as input an optimization sequence on the command line and applies it to the LLVM IR which is stored in a bitcode format file. After applying the specified optimization sequence, the transformed IR is again written back to a file in bitcode format. llc translates an LLVM IR in a bitcode file into target assembly code. We can invoke the backend of the compiler at various optimization levels in isolation using llc. In this article we focus on the interactions between machine-independent optimizations acting on the LLVM IR. The source program is translated into unoptimized LLVM IR by first by compiling it with clang at -O0 level. Then -scalarrepl optimization is applied on the unoptimized IR. The scalar replacement optimization transforms the LLVM IR into its SSA form suitable for any other optimization to act upon. The opt tool applies the input optimization sequence 7 on the IR and thereby generates the optimized IR. Finally llc transforms the LLVM IR generated by the optimizer into target assembly code using -O2, level optimization. For parametric optimizations like loop unrolling, we let the compiler choose the unroll factor according to its own internal heuristics. Figure 3 depicts the summary of the compilation process.
We used three benchmark suites in our experiments. The first benchmark suite consists of a collection of 61 programs from the LLVM test suite. We call this as the Microkernels benchmark suite. All the programs in the Microkernels suite are single-file short programs. We require the programs in this suite to have diverse characteristics and short running times so that iterative compilation methods can be applied on them to find near-optimal optimization sequences. So this suite contains sorting programs, programs involving floating point arithmetic, programs containing tail recursion, etc. We use this suite in the offline phase to prune the exponentially large optimization sequence space down to a few good sequences. We test the effectiveness of our approach on the MiBench [Guthaus et al. 2001 ] and the PolyBench [Polybench 2012] programs. We use the dataset one while running MiBench programs and the large dataset for the PolyBench programs.. We would like to highlight here that ours is the first approach which uses completely different training and test datasets for cross-validation as against the widely used Leave-One-Out approach. All the experiments are carried out on an Intel Xeon Processor W3550 machine with 12GB RAM.
PROPOSED APPROACH
Motivation
The set of good sequences for a program is a function of its characteristics (and the target architecture). The key issue in machine-learning-based approaches is to identify the relevant static and dynamic program features characterizing a program with respect to the optimization sequence selection problem and, an appropriate model correlating the selected program features and the optimization sequences. Although some compiler frameworks like Milepost GCC provide plugins to extract some static program features, exploring the static program feature space is hard as addition of a new static program feature to the existing set requires the source-code modification of either an appropriate plugin or the compiler itself. Instead we can use the hardware performance counters provided by modern processors to capture the dynamic behavior of a program with relative ease. There could be sampling errors though due to the large number of possible attributes to measure when compared with the available registers to accumulate the event counts. For accurate measurements we have to run a program multiple times to reduce the sampling errors. However the fundamental question what static, dynamic and possibly any other type of program features completely characterize a program with respect to the optimization sequence selection problem still remains largely open. Iterative compilation techniques which do not use program features per se require prohibitively large number of program runs. The well-known approach taken by all the major compilers is to precompute good sequences and associate them with compilation options like -O1, -O2, and -O3. These precomputed sequences are intended to be near optimal for diverse program classes. In order to accomplish this, multiple subsequences catering to different program classes are embedded into a single run universally optimal sequence. However, the subsequences within the bigger sequence may end up having false interactions and thereby adversely impact the program runtime. In essence a single size fits all approach does not work effectively.
An alternate approach is to identify the program classes and for each class we construct a good optimization sequence either manually or by using an iterative compilation technique like genetic algorithms. Then we can use a program classification algorithm to identify the class label for a new program and use the associated optimization sequence for its compilation. The difficulty here, as discussed earlier, is in identifying the program features and the program classification model. Another problem in constructing good sequences for each of the program classes is in identifying the criteria for program class representative selection in order to construct a good sequence for the respective class using an iterative compilation technique. The proposed approach entirely bypasses these hurdles by starting with the optimization sequences and then identifying the program classes they cover. In effect we completely reverse the sequence selection technique using program classification.
Intuition
We want to construct a set of sequences such that for every program class there exists at least one good sequence in the set. We call this set as the good sequences set. If the size of the good sequences set is small, then for a given program we can try all the sequences in the set and choose the sequence which gives the best performance. We avoid the program classification problem by exhaustively trying all the sequences. This technique will be effective if the good sequences set covers all the program classes and will be practical only if the size of the good sequences set is small. So the crux of the problem is to construct a tight but rich good sequences set.
We call the infinite collection of programs as program space drawing an analogy from vector spaces of linear algebra. We call the set of programs for which an optimization sequence gives good performance as the hyperplane passing through the respective programs in the program space and it is associated with the respective sequence. The objective now is to select as few hyperplanes as possible so that the entire program space is covered. The sequences corresponding to the chosen hyperplanes constitute the good sequences set.
We can hypothetically envisage an algorithm wherein we choose a hyperplane which covers maximum number of programs in the program space. Then we choose another hyperplane which covers maximum number of programs not covered by the first hyperplane. We keep iterating this step until the entire program space is covered. If we assume that the program space is finite (which it is not) and if in each iteration a hyperplane covers a constant fraction of the remaining programs, then the algorithm converges in logarithmic steps yielding a small good sequences set.
We cannot implement the above algorithm unless we find a way to handle the infinite size of the program space. This issue is addressed by choosing a finite collection of benchmark programs which is representative of the program class distribution in the program space. We choose the Microkernels benchmark suite as a representative sample of the program space. It has to be noted that how well the Microkernels benchmark suite represents the actual program class distribution needs to be studied. Assuming that the Microkernels benchmark suite approximates the actual program class distribution, we use that suite to downsample the infinitely large optimization sequence space to a small set of good sequences. This small set of good sequences covers all the program classes. The size of this set turned out to be 290 in our experiments. However exhaustively trying out all these sequences is not practical, so we reduce this sequence set further down to 10 by using two techniques. We call the first technique as the Best-10 approach and the second technique as the Sequence Clustering approach. In the next subsection we present the optimization space downsampling approach using the Microkernels benchmark suite and in the later subsections we present the Best-10 and Sequence Clustering algorithms.
Optimization Sequence Space Downsampling
Optimization sequence space consists of all optimization sequences and is a countable infinite set. Corresponding to every program class we could think of a subspace consisting of sequences which are good for that program class. We assume that all the programs can be coarsely grouped into a small number of finite classes and hence there are small number of good sequence subspaces catering to these program classes. If we have a diverse collection of programs that cover all the program classes, then by finding good sequences for each of these programs we get an optimization sequence set which covers all the optimization sequence subspaces. This is crux of the our downsampling technique.
As mentioned earlier we choose the Microkernels benchmark suite for optimization sequence space downsampling. We used six different iterative compilation techniques to construct good sequences corresponding to each of the Microkernel programs. Since there are 61 Microkernel programs, a good sequence set of size 366 is generated. Due to the redundancies in the good sequence set, the final downsampled optimization sequence set size came down to 290. The following are the three iterative compilation techniques used in the downsampling procedure.
(1) Genetic Algorithm with a Rank Selector. We used a genetic algorithm with the following parametric choice: Chromosome size = 50, population size = 60, number of generations = 100, mutation rate = 0.02, crossover rate = 0.9. If the standard deviation of the fitness score for a population is less than 0.01 or the best fitness score does not improve for 3 consecutive generations, the algorithm will terminate. (2) Genetic Algorithm with a Tournament Selector. This version of the genetic algorithm is exactly same as the above except that we used a Tournament Selector instead of a Rank Selector. (3) Uniform Random Search. In this algorithm, we generate 500 sequences of length 50 each by uniform random sampling and pick the best sequence. The other 3 iterative compilation techniques are exactly the same except that we update an optimization sequence before it is applied on the LLVM IR. A quick look at the LLVM manual [LLVM 2012] suggests what optimizations could precede and succeed an optimization for its effectiveness. For example the manual suggests that after -constprop (constant propagation) pass, it is a good idea to apply -die (dead instruction elimination) pass. So whenever -constprop pass appears in an optimization sequence, we modify the sequence by inserting -die pass immediately after that. By modifying the optimization sequences in this manner, we incorporate human knowledge and experience in an iterative compilation technique, so that the algorithm can build upon it to converge to an optimal sequence faster. Figure 4 shows the modified program compilation set.
While applying an iterative compilation technique there are optimization sequences which crash the compiler. We simply ignore those sequences. It is also possible that some of the sequences may generate incorrect code due to possible bugs in the compiler. However we do not check for correctness in the downsampling phase. This is due to lack of proper test suite infrastructure for the Microkernels benchmarks which could be developed in due time. But the correctness of the sequences on the test programs from the MiBench and PolyBench suites is verified.
Each of the sequences present in the downsampled optimization sequence set contains optimizations not contributing to the program speedup or have a negative impact on the program speed up due to false interactions with other optimizations. We eliminate these unnecessary optimizations in a sequence by applying the Sequence Reduction algorithm (see Algorithm 1). The Sequence Reduction algorithm keeps dropping optimizations from a sequence as long as the runtime of the program does not increase. The algorithm terminates when dropping any optimization from the remaining sequence increases the program runtime. The length of the sequences in the downsampled optimization sequence set reduced by almost 80% after applying the Sequence Reduction algorithm.
Best-10 Approach
After reducing the sequences in the downsampled sequence set, we construct a performance summary matrix PM. The rows of the matrix PM are labeled with the Microkernel programs and the columns with the sequences from the downsampled sequence set. If a row is labeled with a program p and a column with a sequence s, then the matrix entry P M [ p, s] contains the runtime of the program p when optimized using the sequence s. We then apply a Sequence Extraction algorithm on the performance summary matrix to extract the Best-10 sequences covering the Microkernels benchmark suite. The Sequence Extraction algorithm identifies the sequence which improves the performance of maximal number of Microkernel programs over -O2. In other words, if we put a cross mark over the matrix entries which are strictly less than the corresponding program's -O2 runtime, then the algorithm picks a sequence corresponding to a column with maximal number of cross marks. Ties are resolved by picking the sequence which gives maximum average speedup. This sequence is included in the good sequences set and the corresponding column will be eliminated from the matrix. The rows corresponding to the programs which got covered by this sequence will also be eliminated. Now the same procedure is applied on the reduced matrix until either the rows of the matrix are completely exhausted or a predetermined bound on the good sequences set size is reached. The construction of the good sequences set is a one-time offline procedure. After that given a new program we can try all the sequences from the good sequences set and choose the sequence which gives the best speedup. Refer Algorithm 2 for the Sequence Extraction algorithm pseudocode.
3.4.1. Best-12 -A Modified Best-10 Approach. Best-12 is a variant of the Best-10 technique. In this approach, we apply the Best-10 algorithm and out of the ten extracted sequences we pick the top six sequences. Then we remove these six sequences from the downsampled sequence set and repeat the Best-10 algorithm on the rest of the downsampled sequence set. Out of the new best ten sequences we pick the top six sequences again. The top six sequences from the two phases put together gives the Best-12 sequences. This approach uncovers the good sequences in the second application of Best-10 algorithm that are eliminated by the top sequences during the first application of Best-10 algorithm. This approach which is slightly counterintuitive can be partially explained by saying that it is better to have more optimization sequence samples from dominant program classes than to have optimization sequences corresponding to small program classes.
Sequence Clustering Approach
The downsampled optimization sequence set is a union of optimization sequence subspaces corresponding to various program classes. If we can identify these optimization sequence subspaces, then we can pick representative sequences from each of the subspaces to construct the final reduced set of good sequences. In this section we propose a sequence clustering algorithm to identify the optimization sequence subspaces and a way to pick representative sequences from each of the subspaces.
Let m be the number of programs in the Microkernels benchmark suite. Corresponding to a sequence s we define a sequence vector V s such that the i th entry in the vector V s is 1 if the sequence s improves the performance (over -O2) of the i th program in the Microkernel benchmark suite. Otherwise the i th entry is equal to 0. We construct a sequence similarity matrix SS such that the rows and the columns of the matrix are labeled with the sequences from the downsampled optimization set. If p and q are two sequences, then the matrix entry SS [ p, q] contains the Euclidean distance between the vectors V p and V q . We then apply the Sequence Clustering algorithm (refer to Algorithm 3) to partition the downsampled sequence space into 10 clusters. The sequence clustering algorithm is minor variant of the standard k-means clustering algorithm. The algorithm starts with randomly initializing 10 sequence vectors as the cluster centers. The rest of the sequence vectors are assigned to the closest cluster center. Now the mean vector for each cluster is computed. This mean vector will not correspond to any of the sequence vectors usually. So the closest sequence vector to the mean vector is made cluster center in the next iteration. This process repeats until the clusters converge or a predefined number of iterations are reached. It has to be noted that because of the way we shift the cluster center, the algorithm may not converge like the usual k-means algorithm.
After the sequence clusters are constructed, we pick an arbitrary cluster and from that cluster pick a sequence which covers maximum number of Microkernel benchmark programs when compared to the rest of the sequences in the cluster. the sequence selected using this approach may not be the cluster centroid. We then remove the set of programs covered from the Microkernels suite and repeat the same process by choosing yet another cluster arbitrarily until all clusters are exhausted. The ten sequences thus selected are not deterministic as the initial cluster centers in the cluster selection algorithm are chosen at random. The quality of the clusters constructed and hence the quality of the final selected sequences depends on the initial choice of cluster centers. So we ran the Sequence Clustering algorithm 100 times and computed the corresponding sequence sets each of size 10 sequences. Then among those hundred sequence sets we pick the sequence set which covered the maximum number of Microkernel programs. It is important to note that we did not use the test benchmark programs to select the final set of 10 sequences.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As discussed earlier we used the LLVM compiler infrastructure to test the proposed approach. Microkernels benchmark suite is used to construct the good sequences set and the resulting good sequences are tested on the MiBench [Guthaus et al. 2001] and Polybench 3.0 programs. We used the dataset one for the MiBench programs and the large dataset for the PolyBench programs. All the experiments are carried out on an Intel Xeon Processor W3550 machine with 12GB RAM and Linux operating system running on it. The workload on the system is kept to bare minimum to reduce the variance in measured program runtimes. We also checked the variance in the program runtimes by running the programs for multiple times and found the variance to be negligible. The performance of the good sequences is compared with the LLVM -O2 option instead of -O3 as it gives better performance than -O3 on most programs.
Table II. LLVM -O2 Sequence
[-targetlibinfo, -targetdata, -no-aa, -tbaa, -basicaa, -globalopt, -ipsccp, -deadargelim, -instcombine, -simplifycfg, -basiccg, -prune-eh, -inline, -functionattrs, -scalarrepl-ssa, -domtree, -earlycse, -simplify-libcalls, -lazy-value-info, -jump-threading, -correlated-propagation, -simplifycfg, -instcombine, -tailcallelim, -simplifycfg, -reassociate, -domtree, -loops, -loop-simplify, -lcssa, -loop-rotate, -licm, -lcssa, -loop-unswitch, -instcombine, -scalar-evolution, -loop-simplify, -lcssa, -indvars, -loop-idiom, -loop-deletion, -loop-unroll, -memdep, -gvn, -memdep, -memcpyopt, -sccp, -instcombine, -lazy-value-info, -jump-threading, -correlated-propagation, -domtree, -memdep, -dse, -adce, -simplifycfg, -instcombine, -strip-dead-prototypes, -constmerge, -preverify, -domtree, -verify] Optimizations not figuring in any of the Best-10 Sequences -adce, -always-inline, -argpromotion, -constprop, -correlated-propagation, -dce, -deadargelim, -die, -dse, -globaldce, -instsimplify, -ipconstprop, -jump-threading, -loop-simplify, -loop-unswitch, -loops, -lower-expect, -loweratomic, -lowerinvoke, -lowerswitch, -memcpyopt, -mergefunc, -mergereturn, -prune-eh, -sccp, -sink, -targetlibinfo, -no-aa, -tbaa, -basiccg, -functionattrs, -scalarrepl-ssa, -domtree, -lazy-value-info, -lcssa, -scalar-evolution, -memdep, -strip-dead-prototypes Table II gives the optimization sequence corresponding to -O2. Tables III, IV, and V give the good sequence sets obtained by using the Best-10, Best-12, and Cluster-10 approaches respectively. These tables also give the optimizations not occurring in any of the the sequences in the good sequences set. Table VI gives the frequency with which various optimizations occurred in the All-290 and Best-10 sequence sets. The frequency tables corresponding to Best-12 and Cluster-10 sequences look similar. Optimizations not figuring in any of the Best-12 Sequences -always-inline, -argpromotion, -constprop, -correlated-propagation, -dce, -deadargelim, -die, -dse, -globaldce, -instsimplify, -ipconstprop, -jump-threading, -loop-simplify, -loop-unswitch, -loops, -lower-expect, -loweratomic, -lowerinvoke, -lowerswitch, -memcpyopt, -mergefunc, -mergereturn, -prune-eh, -sccp, -targetlibinfo, -no-aa, -tbaa, -basiccg, -functionattrs, -domtree, -lazy-value-info, -lcssa, -scalar-evolution, -memdep, -strip-dead-prototypes.
Sequence Analysis
Performance Analysis
Program speedup and percentage improvement are calculated as follows.
Speedup =
O2runtime newruntime
Percentage Improvement = (Speedup − 1) * 100 Tables VII and VIII give the speedup of the MiBench and PolyBench programs using Genetic, All290, Best-10, Best-12 and Cluster-10 approaches 8 . Genetic algorithm being an iterative compilation technique applied on a per program basis gives an approximate upper bound on the achievable speedup. The column labeled All290 gives the speedup using all the sequences in the downsampled sequence set. All290 column gives the maximum speedup possible for any sequence extraction algorithm using the downsampled sequence set. The speedup due to All290 does not indicate the best possible speedup achievable as we could be missing the optimal sequence for a program completely from the downsampled sequence set. However our experimental results show that All290 performs on par with the genetic algorithm and in some cases even Optimizations not figuring in any of the Cluster-10 Sequences -always-inline, -argpromotion, -constmerge, -constprop, -correlated-propagation, -dce, -deadargelim, -die, -dse, -globaldce, -instsimplify, -loop-instsimplify, -loop-simplify, -loops, -lower-expect, -loweratomic, -lowerinvoke, -memcpyopt, -mergefunc, -mergereturn, -partial-inliner, -prune-eh, -scalarrepl, -sccp, -targetlibinfo, -no-aa, -tbaa, -basiccg, -domtree, -lazy-value-info, -lcssa, -scalar-evolution, -memdep, -strip-dead-prototypes does better than genetic. We can say that the downsampled sequence set contains rich and diverse sequences from this observation. The MiBench suite consists of 17 unique programs. Some programs like automotive susan call different functions based on the command line option being passed to the program. For example the options -e, -c and -s respectively invoke the functions susan edges, susan corners and susan smoothing. The program pretty much spends all the time in one of these functions. The program versions as defined by the command line options are called uniquely as automotive susan e, automotive susan c and automotive susan s respectively. Each of these program versions may have a different optimal optimization sequence. Whereas the Table VII shows the speedup of the programs by treating each of the program versions as unique programs, Figure 5 shows the speedup of the programs by averaging the speedup of different program versions. The final average speedup shown in the graph is the average of averages. A maximum improvement of around 38% has been obtained for the programs automotive susan s and security sha. Cluster-10 sequences are only able to give 23% improvement for security sha. There is a minor loss in performance for the programs network patricia and consumer tiffmedian. For these programs there are no good sequences in the downsampled sequence set. For the program office stringsearch1, the sequence [-functionattrs, -loop-rotate, -licm, -basicaa] in the All290 sequences optimizes it to run in 0.1 seconds as against the -O2 runtime of 3.1 seconds. However this sequence does not figure out in any of the Best-10, Best-12, and Cluster-10 sequence sets. The order in which the four optimizations occur in the aforementioned sequence is so important that any changes to it increases the runtime to 3 seconds. Further the optimization -functionattrs occurs only in 13 of the 290 sequences. It is not clear whether we will be able to predict such sequences using machine-learning-based prediction models. Also due to this program All290 shows a higher average improvement when compared with other approaches. Table VIII gives the speedup of the PolyBench programs using Genetic, All290, Best-10, Best-12, Cluster-10 sequences. Figures 6 and 7 show the performance comparison using Cluster-10 and All-290 sequences. The speedup for all the programs (except for reg detect) approaches All290. Ten out of thirty programs show at least 15% improvement. The rest of the programs show minor or no improvement at all. However in all the cases the performance of the proposed approaches is almost the same as that of genetic. A maximum speedup of 75% is obtained for the program dynprog. 
False Interactions between Optimizations in the LLVM -O2 Sequence
We applied the Sequence Reduction Algorithm 1 on the -O2 sequence while optimizing the Microkernels programs in order to understand the impact of the optimizations on the program runtime and interactions between them. Table IX shows the -O2 runtimes for the Microkernels program and the runtimes after the sequence reduction. The maximum sequence length after reduction is 10 which is substantially small when compared to the original -O2 sequence length of 62. Further 16 out of 61 Microkernel programs show at least 10% improvement over their original -O2 runtimes and 8 out of those 16 programs show at least 20% improvement. Touati and Barthou [2006] showed that the phase ordering problem in its full generality is undecidable. They also showed that given an optimization sequence consisting of parametric optimizations, finding the optimal parameters for individual optimizations is also an undecidable problem. They proposed decidable variants for both these problems. Kulkarni et al. [2006] proposed an exhaustive search strategy to find optimal compilation sequences for each of the functions in a program. Multiple optimization sequences can lead to the same target code. They use this idea to prevent the combinatorial explosion of the total number of sequences to be tested. Although this approach gives interesting information about optimization sequence space like number of local minima, etc., it may not be a practical approach. Pan and Eigenmann [2006] proposed a search algorithm called combined elimination which eliminates weakly interacting optimizations having a negative impact on the program in a single iteration. This allows the algorithm converge to a near-optimal solution fast. Cooper, Subramanian and Torczon [Cooper et al. 2002] performed experiments to characterize the optimization sequence space and suggested that the optimal solutions are rare with frequent local minima in the space. So simple hill-climbing search strategies may not work. However the characteristics of the optimization state space could vary a lot from compiler to compiler. Cooper, Schielke and Subramanian [Cooper et al. 1999 ] used a genetic-algorithm-based approach to find optimization sequences which reduce code size. Generating executables with small memory footprint is important while compiling embedded applications to be ported on devices with small flash memory. Triantafyllis et al. [2003] proposed an iterative compilation technique which factors in compiler writer's knowledge to reduce the search space. Further the search is performed only on the hot code segments. The search time in iterative compilation techniques could be reduced by using performance estimators as proposed in Cooper et al. [2005] . Agakov et al. [2006] proposed a biased search technique using Markov models to reduce the number of iterations required to converge to a near-optimal sequence. The Markov model used to bias the search space is learnt offline using a set of training programs. As discussed earlier for the effectiveness of a machine learning technique, the choice of relevant features is vital. Leather et al. [2009] proposed an automatic feature generation technique which uses genetic programming. Cavazos et al. [2007] proposed a machine learning model using hardware performance counters as program features. They used a logistic regression model to predict the probability with which an optimization should be enabled. Once the probability prediction models for various optimizations are learnt, a biased search of the sample space is performed. Fursin et al. [2011] and Fursin and Temam [2010] proposed a probabilistic prediction model and they used static program features to represent a program. Park et al. [2011] proposed a sequence prediction model using tournament predictors whereas Thomson et al. [2009] proposed a nearest-cluster-based approach. proposed an approach for performance prediction when a particular program transformation is applied without actually running the programs. This approach can be used in the optimization sequence selection problem to reduce the number of program evaluations either in the iterative compilation or in the machine-learning-based techniques.
RELATED WORK
Machine-learning-based prediction models have been used in other parameter estimation problems like loop unrolling [Stephenson and Amarasinghe 2005] . Kisuki et al. [2000] tried to attack a similar problem using iterative compilation techniques. Wang and O'Boyle [2009] proposed a machine learning technique to predict an optimal scheduling policy for programs parallelized using openmp. There are many research efforts in applying predictive modeling techniques in adaptive virtual machines [Arnold et al. 2005; Gu and Verbrugge 2008] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this article we proposed a practical approach to solve the optimization phase ordering problem. This approach is quite different from the iterative compilation and machinelearning-based prediction techniques. The idea is to downsample the infinitely large optimization sequence space using a benchmark suite representative of the program class distribution in the program. Then the downsampled sequence set can be further reduced to a very small set of good sequences such that it covers all program classes. Then given a new program we can try all the sequences from the good sequences set and choose the best sequence. There is no need to identify a program class during this process. The following are few interesting problems which are due to the proposed technique.
(1) The effectiveness of the proposed approach depends on the diversity of the Microkernels benchmark suite. So program diversity analysis of the Microkernels benchmark suite has to be done and thereby enrich it with new programs. (2) The quality of the downsampled sequence set depends on the iterative compilation techniques applied on the Mircokernels benchmark suite. Better iterative compilation techniques lead to higher-quality sequences in the downsampled set. (3) We can possibly reverse-engineer our approach to solve the program classification problem by finding correlations between the class labels given by optimization sequences to the programs and their static/dynamic features.
